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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is printed
on demand. Paperback. 128 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.3in.Old Applehead Furrman,
jogging home across the mesa from Albuquerque, sniffed the soft breeze that came from opal-
tinted distances and felt poignantly that spring was indeed here. The grass, thick and green in the
sheltered places, was fast painting all the higher ridges and foot-hill slopes, and with the green grass
came the lank-bodied, big-kneed calves; which meant that roundup time was at hand. Applehead
did not own more than a thousand head of cattle, counting every hoof that walked under his brand.
And with the incipient lethargy of old age creeping into his habits of life, roundup time was not with
him the important season it once had been; for several years he had been content to hire a couple
of men to represent him in the roundups of the larger outfitsmen whom he could trust to watch
fairly well his interests. By that method he avoided much trouble and hurry and hard workand
escaped also the cares which come with wealth. But this spring was not as other springs had been.
Somethingwhether an awakened ambition or...
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ReviewsReviews

The ebook is great and fantastic. It is among the most remarkable ebook we have go through. I am easily can get a pleasure of looking at a published
publication.
-- Clem ent Hessel I--  Clem ent Hessel I

A really awesome ebook with perfect and lucid reasons. Indeed, it is engage in, still an amazing and interesting literature. I am just very easily could
possibly get a satisfaction of reading a composed publication.
-- Petr a  K upha l-- Petr a  K upha l
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